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Abstract—The characteristic of heterogeneous grid 
environment results in that the task scheduling is 
constrained by a number of factors such as the length of 
scheduling, the performance of security, and the cost of 
scheduling, etc. Firstly, under the consideration of the task 
scheduling demand for secure performance. A security 
benefit function and the corresponding time cost model are 
constructed. Meanwhile, according to the history behavior 
of grid resource nodes, a simple and efficient node’s 
credibility dynamic evaluation model is built by using the 
weighted function. Based on these, a new constrained multi-
objective grid task scheduling mode is proposed. In order to 
solve this model, the relationship between the characteristic 
of the task and the different performance among nodes is 
used to define the individual relationship matrix; then the 
subjection degree function is used to transform each 
relationship matrix into a fuzzy matrix. According to the 
different effects of each objective in the final objective, each 
weight in the final decision-making is determined. In doing 
so,  the multi-objective model is transformed into a single-
objective model. Through the design of a new mode 
crossover operator and an uniform mutation operator, a 
genetic algorithm called MUGA for the transformed 
problem is proposed and the convergence of proposed 
algorithm is proved. Simulation results show that the 
proposed algorithm is better than the compared ones in 
terms of the length of the task scheduling, security efficiency 
value, reliability and scheduling costs. 
 
Index Terms—grid computing; tasks scheduling; security 
benefit function; credibility; genetic algorithm 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Under heterogeneous grid environment, the 
characteristics of the node resources and the environment 
are varied. The goal of task scheduling is based on 
parameters such as the performance of the various 
resources of the node, communications link state and 
history behavior to assign different tasks to the 
corresponding nodes in a reasonable way. When task is 

implemented on a certain node in a schedule, 
communications link delays or nodes’ performance 
decrease are likely to increase response time, so the 
length of the task scheduling is an important factor and  
needs to be considered in scheduling system. During task 
implementation in grid platform under scheduling, due to 
the open environment of grid resource nodes, it is not 
only have to make sure the results’ correctness, but also 
have to face the improper effects of the network security 
to the results. Moreover, it is necessary to guarantee that 
the sensitive data in the execution or transmission will not 
be leaked, tampered or imposed. So the security of task 
scheduling is a new factor to be considered [1, 2]. Due to 
the uncertainty of resources in the grid, tasks implement 
on a resource node may need re-scheduling or need 
delays in implementation as a result of node failure 
attributes. Therefore, tasks’ reliability or credibility in 
grid platform under scheduling is also a factor to be 
considered [3, 4]. In addition, as a result of grid resource 
node autonomy, when task assigned to a certain node, in 
order to encourage node contribute resources, it is 
required to pay the cost to the node [5], each node in 
accordance with its own characteristics such as 
performance and credibility defines its scheduling cost. 
When the grid user makes the schedule for the tasks, 
according to its specific needs, he/she may pay more 
attention to the preference for a shorter scheduling length, 
or to the consideration of the security and reliability, or to 
the preference for its own scheduling costs. So, building a 
scheduling model that can coordinate different goals and 
meet different users’ need is particularly important. 

Although traditional task scheduling strategies, such as 
Min-Min, Max-Min, Sufferage [6, 7], are successfully 
applied to the scheduling system, but they usually neglect 
task scheduling needs for security, and also do not take 
characteristics of grid resources nodes such as open and 
dynamic environment into consideration, thus it is 
difficult to make the scheduling system execute 
effectively in an open, dynamic, real grid environment. In 
this point of view, for the tasks scheduling problems 
under heterogeneous grid environment, this paper 
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considered the requirements of tasks to the security 
demand such as confidentiality, integrity and authenticity 
when tasks are in implementation or data is in 
transmission, based on encryption algorithm adopted by 
the grid resources nodes, Hash Function and 
authentication technology, a security benefit function and 
the corresponding time cost model are designed; 
Meanwhile, in order to ensure that the tasks can be 
scheduled credibly in the Grid platform, according to the 
history behavior of grid resource nodes (include the 
recent successful implementation time of the task, 
feedback from the previous results of the implementation 
and resources node’s accumulated contribution 
utilization), a simple and efficient node’s credibility 
evaluation model is built by using the weighted function. 
Based on these, combined with the length of the task 
scheduling and scheduling costs, a new constrained 
multi-objective grid task scheduling model is proposed. 

Since different objective functions may be independent 
of each other, and even conflict, multi-objective 
constrained grid task scheduling problem has been proved 
to be an NP hard problem[8], it is difficult to obtain the 
optimal solution. The current Grid Task Scheduling 
Algorithm is mainly based on the demand of QoS, using 
scheduling heuristic to construct the ultimate scheduling 
structure directly. Reference[9] proposed a heuristic 
scheduling algorithm which is based on the QoS-Min-min. 
The task of scheduling is divided into two kinds 
according to the high or low service quality requirements, 
and the tasks with the high quality service requirements 
are arranged first in oeder to meet the needs of users. 
Reference [10] chooses the least busy node as the 
executing node each time, and also considers the node 
load status, but it does not consider the efficiency of the 
implementation of different nodes, thus it can not be 
reduced the scheduling length to the minimum. Reference 
[11] proposes a fuzzy clustering-based heterogeneous grid 
task scheduling algorithm, which uses fuzzy clustering 
method to narrow the search space, reduce the unit 
selection time spent during task scheduling processing, 
but it does not take into account the cost of scheduling. 
These heuristic scheduling algorithms are simple and 
effective, and they have been widely studied and used, 
but there are also a number of inherent flaws themselves. 
It is difficult to meet the demands of the grid environment 
users for a number of objectives at the same time. By 
considering these shortcomings, this paper uses the 
relationship between the characteristic of the task and the 
different performance among nodes to define the 
individual relationship matrix; then use the subjection 
degree function to transform each relationship matrix into 
a fuzzy matrix. By controlling the different parameters 
for each objective, the task scheduling model can be 
transformed into single-objective model. Based on this, 
through the design of a new mode crossover operator and 
a uniform mutation operator, a genetic algorithm MUGA 
to solve the problem is proposed. By adjusting the 
weights factors of different objectives to coordinate the 
demand trends of different users, so that the scheduling 

can meet different grid users’ demand to different 
objective optimal values. 

II.  SECURITY BENEFIT FUNCTION AND CREDIBILITY MODEL 

In grid scheduling system, security and credibility are 
two different concepts[12], security means that the grid 
node  itself is of inherent safety calculation service 
guarantee attributes, but credibility is an indicator of 
resources node’s external reliability behavior. 

A.  Security benefit function 
In general, the main consideration in this section is the 

confidentiality, integrity and authenticity that generally 
involved in the grid security. A security benefit function 
and the corresponding time cost model are constructed. 

The guarantee of the security of task scheduling 
mainly depends on algorithm or method adopted by grid 
resources node: such as the confidentiality normally relies 
on the different encryption algorithms (such as IDEA, 
DES, RC5, Blowfish and RC4, etc.), preventing tasks 
exposing to other unauthorized users or processes during 
implementation in grid environment or transmission, so 
as to avoid disclosure of information. Integrity mainly 
relies on different Hash function (such as MD4, 
RIPEMD, SHA-1 and Tiger, etc.), to ensure that the tasks 
will not be modified or tampered by illegal users during 
the implementation in grid platform. Authenticity uses a 
different digital signatures technology (e.g., HMAC-
MD5, HMAC-SHA-1 and CBC-MAC-AES, etc.) to 
identify the authenticity of the communication entities, to 

ensure that the tasks are submitted by legitimate users. 
In the following, we take the confidentiality as an 

example to show how to design the security level value of 
grid resource node rationally, as well as the 
corresponding time cost. 

Assumed that all the grid resources nodes used eight 
encryption algorithms in total, as shown in table І. 

Let the security level value of the confidentiality of 
IDEA encryption algorithm  corresponding to the lowest 
performance be 1, then the encryption algorithm’s 
security level value of any other grid resources node jp  
based on their performance can be calculated by 

( ) 81,/5.13 ≤≤= kkSL e
j

e
j µ            (1) 

TABLE I.   
THE ENCRYPTION ALGORITHMS AND ITS SECURITY LEVEL VALUE 

encryption 
algorithms 

Algorithm 
performance 
(KB/ms) 

security level 
value 

SEAL 168.75 0.08 
RC4 96.43 0.14 
Blowfish 37.5 0.36 
Knufu/Khafre 33.75 0.40 
RC5 29.35 0.46 
Rijndael 21.09 0.64 
DES 15 0.90 
IDEA 13.5 1.00 
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In this way, based on the different performance of 
encryption algorithms, set their security values between 
0.08 to 1. We can see that the encryption algorithm’s 
security level value of confidentiality is inversely 
proportion to the performance, the lower the security 
level value, the higher the performance in general. This is 
also consistent with the general logic of thinking, under 
the same conditions, no one would choose a encryption 
mechanism with low level of security and performance. 

Similarly, for grid resource node jp  , based on the  
Hash function and the type of digital signature 
technology used, its integrity and authenticity level 
values e

jSL and a
jSL  can be obtained respectively. Then 

integrated security functions of any other grid resources 
node jp  can be gotten as follows: 

{ }agekSL
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SLSLSLSL

k

i
i
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a
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e
jj
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             (2) 

In (2) iω  stands for the different weight of security 
services, the greater the weight, the more important the 
corresponding security services. 

However, at the same time, the security gurantee of 
task scheduling means the increase of the waiting time, 
thus it is very important to quantify the time cost for 
different security level. The security performance time 
spent for implementation of task it  on heterogeneous grid 
resource node jp  is mainly determind by the algorithm 
type, the amount of data that need to be addressed and the 
machine’s performance. For example, task it  is 
implemented on node jp  and we can obtain the 
Eencryption security value ( )jiSLe , , and the performance 
of encryption algorithm corresponding to its security 
value is ( )e

jSLP , as well as the amount of date need to be 

encrypted for task it  is il , then its corresponding time 
cost ( )( )jiSLCosttime e ,  can be gotten by 

( )( ) ( ) ( ) 81,, ≤≤== kklSLPljiSLCosttime e
ji

e
ji

e µ   (3) 

Similarly, the the integrity and authenticity time costs 
spent for implementation of task it on the grid resources 
node jp  are respectively denoted as ( )( )jiSLCosttime g ,  
and ( )( )jiSLCosttime a , , then the total time for security 
effective value model is: 

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
{ }
∑

∈
==

geak

k jiSLCosttimejiSLCosttimejif
,,

,,   (4) 

B.  Credibility Model 
In heterogeneous grid environment scheduling system, 

task scheduler evaluates the credibility of each node 
according to the history behavior of grid resource node 
(include the recent successful implementation time of the 
task, feedback from the previous results of the 

implementation and resources node’s accumulated 
contribution utilization). Each node has its corresponding 
degree of credibility, and its value mainly show its 
behavior performance in the past, reflecting the reliability 
of the node. 

The credibility of the node degree is a dynamic 
function of time, and it is not only relevant to the 
accumulated usage of grid resource node, but also  
relevant to the evaluation of credibility that node obtained 
from the cumulative implementation of tasks. The 
credibility model of node jp  in the gridan system is 
defined as follow: 

1
1,,0..
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×+×+×= −
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ts
RURSeRL jj
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              (5) 

In (5), α  is time reduce weight coefficient, β is the 
credibility evaluation weight coefficient that grid 
resource node jp obtained from the cumulative 
implementation of tasks. γ  is the resources accumulated 
utilization weight coefficient. jTB  is the time interval that 
grid node jp  last time successfully implements till so far. 

0>jTB ； jRU  is accumulated utilization of node jp ，

expressed by the ratio between accumulated 
implementation time and accumulated active time of 
availible node jp ； jRS  is the evaluation of credibility 
that node obtained from the cumulative implementation 
of tasks, including three factors, namely, time, security 
and cost. Its calculation model is as follows: 

∑
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In (6), coefficients χ 、 δ and η  are the credibility 
evaluations that respectively are contributed by cost, 
security and time, 1,,0 << ηδχ and 1=++ ηδχ 。

iob is the 
cost of the estimation in which task it  is implemented on 
grid node jp , ib  is the actual cost value. Similarly， ios  
is the security value declaimed by resource node jp , and 

is  is the actually obtained security value. iot  is the 
expected finish time，and it is the actual finish time. It is 
clear that when task it  is implemented on assigned 
node jp , if the shorter the time spent, the higher the 
security value obtained, the less the cost, then the higher 
the evaluation for node jp will be obtained. Thus the 
contribution of node jp  to the ultimate credibility will be 
greater. 

Ш.  MULTI-OBJECTIVE TASKS SCHEDULING MODEL AND 
OBJECTIVE PROCESSING 

A.  Problem  Description  and  Modeling 
A grid scheduling system is composed of tasks 

scheduler R , heterogeneous grid resource node sets 
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{ }1 2, mP p p p= and the composition of the task 
set { }ntttT 21 ,= . Because we consider heterogeneous 
system, the estimated task execution time can be 
expressed in a mn∗ matrix E , in which every element 

jie , stands for the estimated execution time for task it on 
node 

jp . Communication links between nodes can be 
expressed by a mm∗ matrix B , in which every 
element jib , stands for the data transfer rate for task it on 
node jp . The goal of grid task scheduling is to reasonably 
assign the tasks set T on grid nodes set P , so that the 
scheduling length would be the shortest, the security 
effective value would be the largest, the reliability would 
be highest and the cost of the scheduling lowest. Then, 
based on  the security effective function and credibility 
model in the previous section, an multi-objective 
constrained task scheduling mathematical model can be 
expressed as follows: 
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In (7)， 1z  is grid tasks scheduling length， 2z  is the 
total security effective value, 3z is credibility value 
obtained by task scheduling ， 4z is the cost of 
scheduling,  and ijx is decision variable where its 
definition is as follow： 

   
⎩
⎨
⎧

=
else

pnodeonassignedttask
x ji

ij 0

1

       
 (8) 

ijS and ijR respectively indicates the integrated security 
effective value obtained by task it on node jp  and 
credibility value， ijQ  indicates the cost need to be paid 
by task it on node jp . ijC indicates the scheduling length 
that task it is assigned on grid resource node jp . Since the 
node contains the information including time ja 、

communication time ijb 、task implement time ije and the 
cost time to obtain security effectiveness value ijf , ijC  
can be calculated as following: 

( ) ijijijiijj

ijijijjij

febmtba

febaC

++++=

+++=
10 /

             (9) 

In which communication time ijb includes linking time 
among nodes 0

ijb  and data transfer time 1
iji bmt . 

B. subjects processing 
For multi-objective scheduling system, due to the 

different evaluation indicators for each objective and 
different requirements to each subjective according to 
different scheduling tasks, In this section, the subjection 
degree function is used to deal with all objectives, and the 
different weights are assigned to different objectives 
according to their importance, then the weighted sum of 
all objective functions is adopted as the new objective.  

In the grid task scheduling system in this paper, 
scheduling pair which is composed of the task setT  and 
the grid resources node set P  forms a correlation matrix 
with respect to some objective k ( 4,3,2,1=k ) (if the system 
is only concerned about part of the objective, only the 
corresponding part of the matrix is taken into account) is 
defined as: 
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For any objective in the correlation matrix (10), we use 
subjection degree function to process it in order to make 
all objective comparable. 

The shorter the scheduling tasks’ length is, the better 
the scheduling. The length of the scheduling task is a 
indicators of income, and the subjection degree function 
is defined as follows: 

1
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In (11)， 1
minx and 1

maxx are respectively as the maximum 
value and minimum value of scheduling tasks’ length in 
the correlation matrix 1X 。 

The higher the security obtained by the scheduling 
tasks is, the better the scheduling will be. Because 
security effectiveness function has already normalized its 
value to be a real number between 0 and 1, in order to 
deal with all objectives by minimization, a simple 
subjection degree function is adopted as follows： 

10,1 222 ≤≤−= ijijij xxy               (12) 

In (12), 2
ijx stands for the integrated security value 

obtained by task it  being implemented on node jp . 
Similarly, the greater credibility value that the scheduling 
tasks obtained, the better the credibility of task 
scheduling. Thus, maximizing objective 3

ijx  is changed 
into minimizing objective 3

ijy . 
The reduction of task scheduling cost and objective 

satisfaction increase can be considered as a direct 
proportion relationship, and the following subjection 
degree formula can be adopted: 
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min4 1 −=                             (13) 

In (13), 4
minx is the minimum scheduling cost in 

correlation matrix 4X . 

According to the processing of subjection degree in 
(11)~(13)，correlation matrix kX can be changed into 
Fuzzy relationship matrix kY  for objective k ： 
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After the integration by subbjection degree function for 
all objectives, the multi-objective task scheduling model 
can be transformed into the following single-objective 
optimization model by using matrix (14) as follows: 
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In (15) ， 4,3,2,1,10 =≤≤ kkω ， 1
4

1
=∑

=k
kω . 

According to the task characteristics and different 
requirements, one can adjust the weights 

( )4,3,2,1=kkω ratio and re-optimize the objective to get a 
satisfied solution. 

IV.  ALGORITHM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF CONVERGENCE 

Since multi-objective task scheduling is a NP-hard 
problem, and genetic algorithms [13] based on 
evolutionary theory is well suited to solve such complex 
optimization problems. The mode crossover operator, 
the even mutation operator, the proposed algorithm and 
its convergence analysis are given below. 

A.  Mode crossover operator 
Crossover operator is the most important search 

operator in GA, in order to enhance the breadth of search, 
a new crossover operator has been designed, that is, the 
corresponding bit value of two father individuals are 
summed up and  the result is taken the modulus m , then 
its offspring is gotten. For example, if 10=n ， 4=m , 
crossover-process is shown in following Figure 1：  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.1 Crossover operator diagram before and after operation 

B.  Even mutation operator 

Mutation operator is an auxiliary operator, it is 
generally a small perturbation to the parent individual in 
order to increase the diversity of the population and to 
help the algorithm to jump out of the local optimal 
solution. In this paper, we designed a uniform mutation 
operator, that is, suppose that ( )naaaa 21=  is the parent 
individual that participates in mutation, then randomly 
generated a [ ]mxi ,1∈  as a replacement of ia from [ ]m,1  
for each component of a  with a equal probability, and 
get a new individual ( )nxxxx 21=  as the offspring of 
mutation. This mutation operator is helpful to maintain 
the diversity of the population, it can prevent the 
algorithm into a local optimal solution effectively, and 
this mutation operator has the features of simple and easy 
implementation. 

C.  Genetic algorithm framework  

Algorithm 1 (MUGA) 

1) (Initial population) Determine the appropriate 
crossover probability cp , mutation probability mp  and 
population size N ，use direct integer encoding scheme 

[14]， and generate the initial population ( )0X  randomly. 
Set the number of evolution generation 0=t . 

2) (Crossover) Select a number of crossover parents 
pair ( )ji XX ,  from ( )tX  according to crossover 
probability cp to take crossover operation, and the set of 
the  offspring of the crossover is denoted as 1O . 

3) (Mutation) For each offspring generated in 
crossover step 2), do the mutation operation according to 
mutation probability mp , and the set of offspring of 
mutation is denoted as 2O . 

4) (Selection) Select the best individual up to now by 
use of the elite preservation strategy, then randomly 
select 1−N  individuals from set ( ) 21 OOtX ∪∪ to fill in 
the next generation population. The total number of 
selected individuals for next generation population 
( )1+tX  is N . Let 1+= tt . 
5) (Stop Criterion) When the termination condition is 

met, stop; otherwise, to step 2). 

D.  Convergence Analysis 

In order to analyze the convergence of MUGA 
algorithm, first of all, we introduce some important 
concepts as follows. 

Definition 1. Assume that Sa ∈∗  corresponds to the 
global optimal solution of the grid task scheduling model. 
If 

      ( ){ } 1limPr =∈∗
∞→

tXaob
t

                 (16) 

then the  genetic algorithm is said to converge to global 
optimal solutions with probability 1. 

Definition 2. Individual b is be reachable from 
individual a through mutation and crossover if 
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( ){ } 0>=baMCP                     (17) 

in which ( )aMC  presents the offspring of individual 
a produced by crossover and mutation is b ， and 
{ }•P indicates the probability of random event { }• . 
For a genetic algorithm which has a limited search 

space , T.B
..
a ck[15] has already proved that: if the genetic 

algorithm satisfies the following two conditions:  
a) For any two individuals a and b in the feasible 

region S ， b is reachable from a through mutation or 
crossover； 

b) Population sequence ( ) ( ) ( ),,,1,0 tXXX  is 
monotonous, that is,  for t∀ ,  we have 

 ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }1minmin +∈≤∈ tXxxftXxxf        (18) 

Then the genetic algorithm will converge to global 
optimal solutions with probability 1. 

Theorem 1. (Global convergence) The proposed 
algorithm MUGA converges to the global optimal 
solutions with probability 1. 

Proof：1) In algorithm MUGA，for any two 
individuals a and b , b is reachable from a through 
mutation or crossover； 

In fact， the individual a is selected to take part in 
crossover. Assume c is an offspring produced 
by a through crossover, then the probability of 
individual c selected to take part in mutation is 0>mp ，

thus, the probability of producing b  by the mutation and 
crossover from a  is  

 ( ){ } ( ){ }bcMobppbaMCob mc =∗∗≥= PrPr         (19) 

Assume that 
( )ncccc 21= ， ( )nbbbb 21=  

from mutation operator we can know that the probability 

of producing ib  from ic  is 
1

1
−m

 for any component of c . 

Therefore, 

( ){ }
( )

0
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1Pr >
−

=
−−

⋅
−

== nmmmm
bcMob          (20) 

And the probability of producing b  by the mutation and 
crossover from a  satisfy:   

( ){ } ( ){ } ( ) 0
1

PrPr >
−
∗

==∗∗≥= n
mc

mc m
ppbcMobppbaMCob (21)                                                                

That is, for any two individuals a and b in feasible 
region S ， b is reachable from a through mutation or 
crossover. 

2) From the selection strategy of algorithm MUGA, we 
can know that ( ) ( ) ( ),,,1,0 tXXX is monotonous，that is,  
condition b) is true. 

Based on the proof of 1)、2)，we know that algorithm 
MUGA converge to global optimal solutions with 
probability 1. 

V.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

This section first gives simulation environment and 
parameter setting, and then compare the proposed genetic 
algorithm MUGA with the classic performance-driven 
algorithm Min-Min [9], security-driven algorithm TD-
Min-Min [4] [16] scheduling algorithm, to verify the 
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm at the length of 
the task scheduling, security, efficiency value, credibility 
, the cost of scheduling and other performance indicators. 

A.  Environment and parameter setting 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed 

algorithm, a grid simulator is designed based on C++ 
language, and it is composed of Grid-Generator and 
Task-Generator. Component Grid-Generator is 
responsible for the simulation of the grid environment. It 
can randomly generate different properties (Node 
processing capability, security level, the credibility and 
the cost of scheduling) of grid nodes and inter-node links 
with different communications capability, where the 
performance of nodes is between [10,100], the security 
level is between [0.01,1], the initial credibility of nodes is 
between [0.01,1], the failure rate in unit time randomly 
generated is between [0.0001,0.0015] , the  required cost 
of nodes to complete tasks is between [10,100], the speed 
of inter-link transmission is between [1,10] Mb / s; 
Component Task-Generator can randomly generate 
heterogeneous tasks of different size, where the short task 
is defined as [10,100] k, the middle task is define as 
[100k,1M], and the long task is define as [1,10M].  

B.  Results analysis 
This section will carry out comprehensive experiments 

for evaluating the proposed MUGA from many aspects 
such as the length of task scheduling, security value, 
reliability by use of the short task, the middle task and the 
long task, respectively. The hardware environment for 
this simulation experiment is a computer with P Ⅳ 
3.0GHz CPU and 1GB memory, and software 
environment is the Windows XP Professional operating 
system. 

In the experiments, the parameters values in MUGA 
are as follows: population size is 100, the probability of 
cross is 0.8, the mutation rate is 0.02 and the largest 
number of generations is 300. In order to make the 
simulation environment close to the real grid 
environment, we expand the scale of the experiments 
where the number of nodes is expanded to several 
hundreds and the number of tasks is expanded to several 
thousands. In this way, the simulation can be more close 
to the real network environment.  

1) The simulation is made and the performance of the 
proposed algorithm is compared with other algorithms in 
different performance indicators under the grid stable 
environment (in the grid systems with m=200 grid nodes 
and the corresponding number of links) and the change of 
the number of tasks  (sub-tasks number n is from 1000 ~ 
5000), (where all the weights are taken the value 0.25, i 
=1,2,3,4). 
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From the Fig. 2 (a) we can see that the length of the 
three tasks scheduling algorithms have increased with the 
number of tasks increasing, Since Min-Min algorithm do 
not take the safety factor into consideration, it has the 
highest success rate; then MUGA follows. This is 
because algorithm MUGA will take some more time in 
order to ensure the safety of the tasks, at the same time 
because MUGA allocates and arranges tasks from the 
overall perspective, thus it can be of shorter scheduling 
length. 

The security benefit function mainly indicates the 
effectiveness of the security situation of all of tasks in the 
scheduling. It can be seen from Figure 2(b) that the 
average security efficiency value for each algorithm has 
decreased, and MUGA’s average value is the largest and 
decreases fast, while the Min-Min algorithm is without 
considering safety, the average value of the security is 
smallest. 

The credibility value obtained by task scheduling 
mainly indicates the reliability of the implementation of 
task scheduling. It is relevant to  grid resources the tasks 
are assigned to, and is not related to the implementation 
order on resources. The total security efficiency value is 
considered from the systemetic point of view, and it 
refers to the sum of all maximum security values which 
were obtained by all successful requested scheduling 
tasks in the entire system; The average security efficiency 

value is from the user point of view, referring to the 
average security efficiency value which was obtained by 
all successful requested scheduling service. Due to space 
limitations, this article only tests the latter one. It can be 
seen from Figure 2 (c) that, under the same situation, 
MUGA can get a best value of the average of credibility. 
This is mainly because the credibility model in this paper 
can improve credibility value of the past nodes of good 
performance and update credibility value dynamically. 

The cost of scheduling mainly refers to the cost the 
user needs to pay for the node of tasks using, from the 
user's point of view, for the same task, the less the cost of 
task scheduling, the better the scheduling. From Figure 2 
(d), we can see that as the number of tasks increases, the 
cost of tasks scheduling increases, under the same 
situation, because MUGA deal with the problems from 
the comprehensive details of task scheduling, so it has the 
less cost in the scheduling. 

2) The second simulation is to compare the 
performance of the proposed algorithm with other 
algorithms in different performance indicators under the 
changing grid environment (100 ~ 500 grid nodes) and 
with a fixed number of the tasks (2000 tasks), (where 

iω is taken as 0.25, i =1, 2, 3, 4). 
From the Fig. 3 (a) we can see that the length of the 

three tasks scheduling algorithms has decreased with the 
number of nodes increasing. Since Min-Min algorithm do 

  
(a) the comparison of tasks scheduling length                                        (b) the comparison of security effective value 

 
(c) the comparison of  credibility value                                            (d) the comparison of the cost of scheduling  

 
Fig.2 under the condition that nodes number constant, tasks number change, the comparison of different performance indicator 
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not take the safety factor into consideration, it has the 
highest success rate; while MUGA allocates tasks from 
the overall perspective and can has a short scheduling 
length, and SD-Min-Min of security-driven is the worst. 
It can be seen from Figure 3 (b) that, with the number of 
nodes increasing, the security benefit value of the 
scheduling algorithms which take the security into 
consideration will increase, and the Min-Min algorithms 
which do not take the safety factor into consideration will 
be the worst, and in the same case the MUGA security 
benefits value is obviously higher than that obtained by 
other algorithms.  

From Figure 3 (c), we can see that, as the nodes 

increase, MUGA has the most obvious advantage 
according to the credibility value. This is mainly because 
the credibility model of this paper dynamically takes the 
situation of grid task completion into consideration, 
encourages and improves the past nodes of good 
performance. From Figure 3 (d), we can see that, as the 
number of nodes increases, the cost of scheduling 
decreases. This is mainly because the expansion of the 
number of nodes can make the scheduling algorithm 
choose the lower cost of grid nodes priority, and in the 
same situation, the cost of MUGA is lower than the other 
scheduling algorithms. This indicates the system has the 
good extension ability. 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS 

This paper gives a comprehensive analysis of 
heterogeneous grid task scheduling, according to the 
features of the grid environment and the different needs 
of task scheduling, a security benefit function and the 
credibility dynamic evaluation model are constructed. 
Based on these, a new model of multi-objective 
constrained Grid task scheduling is set up. Through the 
subjection degree function, the multi-objective 
optimization model is transformed into a single-objective 
optimization model. By adopting the different weights, 
the different requirements of the users can be met. 

Through the design of new operators, a genetic 
algorithm called MUGA to solve the problem is proposed 
and the convergence of this algorithm is proved. 
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed 
algorithm is better than the compared ones in terms of the 
length of the task scheduling, security efficiency value, 
reliability and scheduling costs. In the future research, it 
is necessary to set up new models by taking into account 
the dynamic needs of different targets, and to develop 
optimization algorithm for dynamic multi-objective 
optimization task scheduling. 

  
(a) the comparison of tasks scheduling length                                                   (b) the comparison of security effective value 

  
(c) the comparison of  credibility value                                                        (d) the comparison of the cost of scheduling 

Fig.3 Under the condition that tasks number constant, nodes number change, the comparison of different performance indicator 
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